Financial Foundation Group – Making a
Sterile Environment Fun for Kids
DENVER, Colo., March 27, 2012 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — The Financial
Foundation Group, also known as FFG, spends the typical work week helping
people review their retirement accounts, college savings, investment safety,
and life insurance needs. As the New Year began, the representatives of FFG
were looking for a different way to help others and decided to brighten the
day for some children who were not feeling their best. As a company, the
Financial Foundation Group feels that donating their time is one of the best
ways to help the community.
On February 17, the reps of both Financial Foundation Group’s Loveland and
Lone Tree offices took the day off to go to the Children Hospital and work
with the young patients of the hospital as well as their parents to make
Valentines decorations for their loved ones, their rooms, or even just to
pass the time and enjoy the season doing crafts.
“It was so rewarding to be able to help make the kids’ day brighter with
decorations for their hospital rooms,” Mandy Cannon, Senior Supervisor with
FFG, explains. “Some children were unable to come down from their rooms so
their sibling came for them. The parents were so grateful and the kids seemed
entertained and excited to be able to do crafts.”
The Representatives of the Financial Foundation Group put their heads
together for craft ideas that would be easy and fun for the hospitalized
children to make. There were different stations including Valentine card
making, picture ornaments, and a Valentine’s coloring station. Simply using
all the decorations, glitter glue, and stickers to be creative and make their
own cards was the biggest hit with the children!
In 2002, the Financial Foundation Group through an affiliated company opened
its doors with just three people. FFG has experienced a phenomenal growth
rate over the past few years and today they have grown to have 4 offices, and
approximately 50 people affiliated with the organization.
“As a company I feel we are able to continue to grow because of the
dedication our representatives have to making a bright future, no matter what
situation people are in or troubles our economy faces. It is so exciting for
us to be able to add value to people’s life both in and out of the office,”
Ms. Cannon adds.
The Financial Foundation Group’s mission is to become a nationwide leader in
the financial services industry. They have experienced a phenomenal growth
rate over the past few years and plan to continue the trend. The
knowledgeable staff at FFG has access to a wide array of investment products
and can provide assistance with providing life insurance choices and wealth
building strategies to suit each individual client’s needs.
Currently, the Loveland and Lone Tree offices are offering employment

opportunities to motivated individuals looking to advance rapidly through
their management trainee program to help further expand the company.
The company’s web site – www.FinancialFoundationGroup.com – has current
market information and summaries for clients to review.
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